
Following last weeks cancellation of dinghy racing, the Watling Streetworks Winter 
Series continued this Sunday morning on West Baldwin reservoir. 
 
Unlike the howling gale of the previous week, conditions were about as good as it gets. 
Bright sunshine and a south westerly breeze blowing mostly up the valley, gentle at first 
but forecast to steadily build. 
 
For the start of the first race the fleet of eleven was evenly split along the line, in by the 
bank for the tactical advantage or middle of the lake with more wind.  In the event a gust 
filled in at the bank end giving both a tactical and speed advantage to Dave Batchelor 
(Aero 7), Andrew Dean (D-Zero) and junior, Peter Cope (Aero 5).  Whilst Andrew and 
Batch together with Jerry Colman (Finn) pressed on to finish on the water in that order. 
However, it was fourth on the water, Peter Cope who was placed first after correction 
with Batch second and Ralph Kee (Laser) third. 
 
In a building breeze for race two the fleet split soon after the start with the faster boats 
pulling away from the Laser Radial fleet of four and the lone Gull.  Over the three laps 
Jerry Colman in his new Finn found the ‘sweet spot’ and pulled out a commanding lead 
on the water.  Further back Ralph and Peter, nip and tuck for two laps found a big lift to 
put themselves at the front of the group chasing Jerry. 
 
At the finish it looked like Ralph in his Laser, which is not a fast boat anymore, was 
going to be second across the line behind Jerry but due to an epic failure managed to 
both foul another boat and hit the finish mark.  After many penalty turns was judged to 
be fifth finisher dropping down to third place behind Jerry in second and Peter Cope in 
first place yet again, after correction. 
 
Manx Sailing & Cruising Club would like to thank Watling Streetworks for their continued 
sponsorship, OOD Keith Poole and patrol boat crew of Helen Kee and Peter 
Hoosen-Owen.  Full results and photos can be found on the club Facebook page. 
 
Don’t forget the Frostbite Regatta on Boxing Day, this is a pursuit race with a start time 
of 11am and finishing at Midday. 


